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The Court of Justice of the European Union has assigned  

EU Britizen’s case to the Court’s Grand Chamber 

  

After studying the questions raised by French judges in the case put forward by Maitre 

Julien Fouchet and colleagues, the Court of Justice of the European Union, has 

assigned the case to the Court’s Grand Chamber of fifteen judges. After Mrs. Bouilliez 

was refused the right to vote in the 2020 French municipal elections, together with other 

concerned UK British passport holders, who are resident in the 27 remaining countries of 

the European Union, they created EU Britizens, an Association 1901 registered under 

French law, in support of Maitre Julien Fouchet and Maitre Jean-Noël Caubet-Hilloutou, 

seeking to regain the right to vote in local and European elections, for ALL British EU 

residents. 

 

Alice Bouilliez, President of EU Britizens,  said:  

“This is excellent news for the case and for the cause that EU Britizens is fighting for. This is 

the first step towards addressing the injustice that has been incurred by ALL of us, that 

infringes our Human Rights and offends the EU concept of Citizenship.”  

Terry Knott, Secretary of EU Britizens, said:  

 

“That the case has been assigned to the Court’s Grand Chamber of fifteen judges confirms 

the importance of the question that EU Britizens has raised.” 
 

  

http://www.eubritizens.eu/


 
 

Notes for Editors  

EU BRITIZENS are a concerned group of UK British passport holders, who are resident in the 27 remaining 

countries of the European Union (EU). EU BRITIZENS is an Association registered under French law, in 

support of two French lawyers, seeking to regain EU Citizenship, for ALL British residents. As volunteers, 

they seek to represent the interests of some 1.4 MILLION British people, who as a result of Brexit, have lost 

many rights, including Freedom of Movement, the rights to work / study / research, and the recognition of 

professional qualifications.  

EU Britizens is supporting the legal case, coming before the EU Courts of Justice, later this year. The legal 

team, Maitre Julien Fouchet, famous for his support of 100 year old Harry Schindler, aided by Maitre Jean-

Noël Caubet-Hilloutou, working pro bono, are presenting two parallel cases, both British ladies, Mmes 

Bouilliez and Strawson respectively resident in France and Belgium, where local courts have passed their 

respective cases, to the ECJ/CJUE, as being beyond their jurisdiction. Mme Alice Bouilliez is currently 

President of EU BRITIZENS.  

The Court of Justice is composed of 27 Judges and 11 Advocates General. The Judges and Advocates 

General are appointed for a term of office of six years, which is renewable. The Judges of the Court of Justice 

elect from amongst themselves a President and a Vice-President for a renewable term of three years. The 

President directs the work of the Court and presides at hearings and deliberations of the full Court or the 

Grand Chamber. The Court may sit as a full court, in a Grand Chamber of 15 Judges or in Chambers of three 

or five Judges. The Court sits in a Grand Chamber when a Member State or an institution which is a party 

to the proceedings so requests, and in particularly complex or important cases. 
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